Towards idempotent reduced density matrices via particle-hole duality: McWeeny's purification and beyond.
Generalizations of McWeeny's purification formula are developed within the formalism of the particle-hole duality from the theory of reduced density matrices. Each of the generalized purification formulas is expressed as a sum of the one-particle reduced density matrix (1-RDM) and a finite series in the product of the one-particle and the one-hole RDMs, a product which vanishes in the limit that the 1-RDM is idempotent. Two categories of purification formulas are explored: (i) formulas which treat the "occupied" and the "virtual" occupation numbers equivalently and (ii) formulas which treat these occupation numbers differently. The latter category includes and extends the purification formulas derived in the context of the 1,2-contracted Schrödinger equation [D. A. Mazziotti, J. Chem. Phys. 115, 8305 (2001)]. While the McWeeny purification minimizes the absolute error in the occupation numbers quadratically, the generalized purification formulas exhibit faster than quadratic convergence of the 1-RDM towards idempotency. Application of these purification formulas in existing algorithms for linear scaling will be explored and discussed including illustrative calculations on sodium wires of length 10, 20, 30, and 40 atoms.